
Collaging your / rough 
drafting your world



Now based on your visual research and 
brainstorming create a “Rough draft” collage that 

accurately illustrates either the world/ environment of 
your story or a pivotal scene.

The illustrations focus is not necessarily the 
characters, it's about the overall look, style, and 

mood of your story.  We will have time to do 
character designs but what i'm looking for not is a 

depiction of the stuff around the characters.  



Based on your story and brainstorming
Identify any important structures or feature to your 
world and collage together using at least 5 different 
pics to represent your scene.  Again remember this 

is only the rought draft. 
●  Make sure to collage the entire picture!!! 

● Make sure to have depth! Ie it feels as if things go 
back in space. 

●  Make sure to highlight at least 3 different things 
● Makes sure to convey a mood with color.  



Open a letter 
sized paper

Cut and paste 
your items in.

Remember your 
transform tools

As well as your 
puppet warp to 
really make the 
stuff feels like its 
in the same 
perspective and 
space



Once you have 
gotten all your 
components begin 
to alter the tone 
and color.

https://www.verywellmind.com/
color-psychology-2795824

Image Adj> hue 
and sat.

https://www.verywellmind.com/color-psychology-2795824
https://www.verywellmind.com/color-psychology-2795824


Once you are done with 
your overall coloring

MERGE YOur Layers

And use the color 
balance this will make 
your colors more 
sophisticated.

Image adj> color 
balance

For a light source use 

Filter Render lighting 
effect



Now that you are 
done duplicate 
your layer and on 
one use the cutout 
filter…. This will 
help with your final 
rendering



Begin your final rendering

You can either decided to render this fully in illustrator like the 
Minimalist Emotions project 

Or

Like like character illustration project.  Line drawing and then 
a painting.

Both ways must accurately depict your scene.  You final rendering must be

● legible ie readable.  
● Use color and tone to depict emotion
● Must have depth!
● Must have at least 3 items (your sky and landscape does count)



Minimalist Vector rendering Method



Open a new file in 
illustrator and copy 
and paste your 
photoshop rough 
draft in. 

Lock layer and add 
a new layer



Using the pen tool and the 
eyedropper trace your subjects 
and apply the color with the 
eyedropper tool.



Toggle off the 
base layers and 
add new layer 
and begin to 
trace the values 
and details

REMEMBER TO 
ADD A NEW 
LAYER FOR 
EVERYTHING





Or 

Character Illustration method



Open a letter sized 
file in illustrator and 
paste in your rough 
draft.

Start by tracing the 
contour of your stuff.   
Remember line 
weight is important 
with this soo  layers 
are helpful



Once you have 
general outline 
you can change 
the line width 
profile and 
change the 
weight of the 
stroke



On another 
layer trace the 
supporting lines 
ie all the stuff on 
the inside.  
These lines 
should be more 
delicate and 
have a smaller 
weight.



Take back to photoshop and in another layer paint in your scene.  REmember to 
block your colors in on a seperate layer and them BLEND. 


